Mason County Recreation • NORTH

Mason County is home to a variety of outdoor recreation, thanks to our towering mountains, huge tracts of national forest, and hundreds of miles of salt and freshwater shoreline. A variety of bicycle routes are highlighted with convenient map keys. Additionally, we’ve identified many scenic and popular launches for kayaking, boating and fishing. For those who want to escape further into the forest, this map will show you some of our favorite trails and trailheads for hiking and exploring. State and county parks for camping or outdoor play, Mason Transit bicycle-friendly routes and historical sites have also been identified for your discovery and enjoyment. Lastly, we’ve included some popular diving sites in the deep waters of Hood Canal - one of the most pristine diving locales in the Pacific Northwest.

From Mason County to all of you—Enjoy!

Olympic Peninsula Guide Map
For East Jefferson County
www.ptbikes.org

Mason County Transit is Bicycle Friendly!
If roads get too busy or you grow too tired, remember that all Mason County Transit buses provide bike racks. Convenient, secure and easy-to-use, bicycle racks become a bicyclist’s best friend when weather conditions warrant or visibility becomes due to darkness, mist or fog.

Remember, you are responsible for loading and unloading your own bicycle, and you should never leave your bicycle on the bus unattended. When bike racks are full, it will be up to the discretion of the bus driver if you will be allowed to bring your bicycle on board; often it is simply a matter of judgment regarding safety and passenger loads. Rarely, but sometimes, you may be asked to take the next bus. If you bring your bicycle on board, please be responsible for its handling and security in the relatively unsheltered area throughout the trip.

Schedule Information - 360-426-5033
www.masontransit.org
Mason Transit Bicycle Consultant
Dave O’Connell - 360-426-9434

Enjoy!
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from the theory of relativity

www.capitalbicycleclub.org

The Capital Bicycling Club (CBC) has been a mainstay of the cycling community in the South Puget Sound region for over thirty years. Located in Olympia, the capital of Washington, CBC is the beneficiary of an unparalleled setting for both on and off-road cycling. We support all aspects of cycling, from recreational to commuting; including bike/traffic safety and bike advocacy.